Peri-operative management of paediatric patients undergoing cardiac surgery--focus on respiratory aspects of care.
Children requiring cardiac surgery present particular challenges in peri-operative respiratory management. The wide variety of conditions and operations and their varied impact on respiratory function makes dialogue with related medical staff essential. In most circumstances, cardiac performance is the main determinant of respiratory outcomes. Changing cardiologic and surgical approaches have combined to diminish the severity and frequency of pulmonary hypertensive issues and new treatment modalities are simplifying the intensive care approach. Patients with Down's syndrome and 22q11 deletion syndrome present particular issues related to anatomy, physiology and respiratory function. Certain conditions, including tetralogy of Fallot and cavopulmonary connections, present unique circumstances where respiratory management, sometimes including extubation, may assist in optimisation of cardiac performance. These and other conditions highlight the complexities of cardiopulmonary interactions. Cardiac performance remains the principal determinant of outcome after paediatric cardiac surgery and has the biggest impact on respiratory function.